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As we too think that a man has being the pink point of education throughout in the world. Hence, according to Indian and western Philosophy with philosophical views on various aspects of Education. I want to give a clear performance to the readers that Indian and Western Philosophical views on various aspects of education are necessary for gaining any knowledge. Therefore I am of opinion that this research will be useful for the students who want to develop their opinion on educational aspects and Philosophical thoughts in future. So I shall have felt to apply for rewarded for this thesis. Because I shall have been arising a genuine interest in Indian philosophy and Western Philosophy including educational aspects for Philosophical education to complete thesis. This thesis work has based on my Self study so I shall have been taking keen interest for this research work. For this I have joined higher classes with too I have particularly consulted in many Universities from time to time.

Towards the research work I may hope that the readers and teachers who have been taking keen interest to teach the students and want to give them philosophical knowledge about Indian and western philosophical views on various aspects of education, they will success, in such and such position.

As we know that Modern Society depends upon philosophical education and for its continuity development and Progress of the moral, physical social and religious Life. Each nation has to take interest to develop and standard maintain by philosophical education. So that it’s rich educational heritage may be transmitted to the incoming generation.

For the sake of the future of philosophical education depends on its deep study for the students. Also directly upon the quality of intermediary inventive mind of the philosophical teacher and their philosophical teaching ability to invent and innovate towards Indian and Western Philosophical views on various aspects of education on the ground of students and all of the societies.

So it is great pleasure to express my profound and hearty feeling gratitude to my respected Guide Dr. Smt. Mamta Dikshit H.O.D/ Principal/Lecturer for his Guidance and kind Co-operation in the completion of this study or thesis without any selfishness.
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I wish to extend my heartiest obliged to all of the staff members who have provided total facilities in the pursuance of this research in the JJT University campus. I express my mostly thanks to all the Lecturers JJT University for their valuable suggestions. I wish to convey my best regards to all ministerial Staff, Library Staff and all of the members of JJT University who provided co-operation in the completion of this project.

This preface would be meaningless, if I do not remember my parents Brothers, Sisters, Friends etc who have provided properly courage with previous opinion in the completion of this research so the mostly felicitations all of them.

The Researcher sincerely owes to those Authors and Lecturers in which publications and contributions have been profoundly and have utilized in this research.

I am of opinion about philosophical education to development of high ideals for human being’s and all of the citizen’s skill development depends upon the following thinking and philosophical views for my self -as

   How much I have knowledge?
   What can I do for it?
   What will be result of it?

   Because,

   ‘’The quality of a country reflects in their people’s activity,
    The people’s activities reflects from their children,
    The children’s activities reflect from their education,
    The education is effective by their philosophical education.

   Hence, education mostly depends upon the philosophical education and educational philosophy forever.
In the last but not the least, I think almighty mostly sincere, who have been owed on me the strength and courage to embark on the subject successfully with completion for the thesis.
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